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Financial Benefits
When an organization deploys one phone network to multiple office locations, they are gaining solid economies 
of scale from centralized auto-attendant and voicemail platforms. Technology and maintenance costs are
greatly reduced. Staffing requirements, such as the need to have a receptionist at each individual office location,
are also reduced.

Now consider the long distance benefits. Suppose you have offices in Tampa and Cleveland. The Tampa office 
needs to put a call in to a client in Ohio. The call can be routed over your centralized VoIP network to the
Cleveland office, then through a local phone carrier to the client. This type of call routing will provide
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offices-with one voicemail system and one
receptionist that can route calls to any office —
this company could save over $80,000.
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What to look 

When upgrading your phone system, be sure you select a vendor that has a product that is network capable.
And be sure that it has the capability to evolve with your business. If your network can expand smoothly as you 
add new offices, you will have the ability to grow seamlessly and cost effectively — while building new and 
stronger customer relationships.


